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For parents!
Purpose is to get our students outside, fresh air, explore and learn!

Written prompts are for your guidance only - you may want to add or subtract 
ideas and things to talk about with your children

This is a great time to continue to go over your safety in the neighborhoods, 
discussing how important is to wear a helmet, etc. 

Have fun, be safe and a friendly reminder to maintain your physical distance as 
well as wash your hands and take off shoes when coming back into your home



Can you find me outside?
What color am I? 

What do we do when we come to this sign?

Show me!



Can you find me outside?
What color am I? 

What do we do when we come to this sign? 

Show me!



Can you find me outside?
What color am I? 

What am I used for? 

Who uses me? 

What do I do at my house if there is a fire?

(Recommendation: This is a good time to 

Review and practice your emergency

Plan in your home) 



Can you find me outside? 
I am a sure sign that spring is coming! 

I am a crocus flower

What color am I? 

Do you see any other friendly flowers

Coming up to greet us?



Can you find me on your walk?
What color am I? 

What do I deliever? 

What shapes are apart of my vehicle?

-Circles

-Rectangle



Can you find me flying high?
What am I? 

What colors am I? 

What shapes do I have on me? 

 



Other Outdoor ideas!
Play with sidewalk chalk or use paint brushes with water and draw shapes - lines, 
crosses, circles, x, square and triangles

Use an empty spray bottle with water to help make our spring flowers bloom!

Play and dig in the dirt/mud for an ultimate sensory experience! Mud pies!

Grab your spring rain gear and do a hop between sidewalk slabs - see if you can 
jump in the puddles too! 

Make an obstacle course with lawn chairs and safe items around the garage to 
walk/run/ride around, through and over! 


